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Disclaimer & Advisories
Disclaimer
You must read the following before continuing. The following applies to this document, the presentation of the information in this document and any question‐and‐answer session that may follow (collectively, the
"Presentation"). In viewing the Presentation, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions and you represent that you are able to view this Presentation without contravention of any legal or regulatory
restrictions applicable to you.
Jadestone Energy Inc. (the “Company“, “Jadestone“, or “JSE“) has provided the information in the Presentation, which do not purport to be comprehensive and have not been fully verified by the Company, or any of its
shareholders, directors, advisers, agents or affiliates. The information contained in this presentation has not been independently verified. Neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees
or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability or completeness of the information in this Presentation, or any revision
thereof, or of any other written or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as "Information") and liability therefore is expressly disclaimed to the
fullest extent permitted by law. Accordingly, neither the Company, nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees or advisers take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or indirect,
express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of, the fairness, accuracy, reliability, completeness or correctness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors,
omissions or misstatements (negligent or otherwise) or for any other communication, written or otherwise, made to anyone in, or supplied with, the Presentation to the fullest extent permitted by law.
This Presentation is for information purposes only and should not be considered as the giving of investment advice or recommendation by the Company, or any of its respective shareholders, directors, officers, agents,
employees or advisers. In particular, this Presentation does not constitute or form part of any offer to sell or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any securities or any business or assets described herein in the United
Kingdom, the United States or any other jurisdiction. Neither this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of, or be relied in any connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. The reader must
make its own independent assessment of the Company after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or
reasonableness of any future projections, management estimates, prospects or returns and any estimates or projections or opinions contained herein necessarily involve significant elements of subjective judgment, analysis
and assumptions and each recipient should satisfy itself in relation to such matters. Accordingly, neither the Company nor its shareholders, directors, advisers, agents or affiliates shall be liable for any direct, indirect or
consequential loss or damage suffered by any person as a result of relying on any statement or omission in, or supplied with, the Presentation or in any future communications in connection with the Company to the fullest
extent permitted by law.
The Company undertakes no obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to correct any inaccuracies herein which may become apparent save as may be required by law or the AIM Rules for
Companies. This Presentation may not, except in compliance with any applicable exemption under applicable securities law, be taken or transmitted into any jurisdiction or distributed to any person resident in any jurisdiction.
The distribution of this Presentation in or to persons in a jurisdiction may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about, and observe any such restrictions. Any
failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdiction.
The content of the Presentation has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended (“FSMA”). Reliance on the Presentation for the purpose of engaging
in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested. Any person who is in any doubt about the subject matter to which the Presentation relates should
consult a person duly authorised for the purposes of FSMA who specialises in the acquisition of shares and other securities.

Forward looking statements and information
This Presentation includes forward looking statements and information (collectively “forward looking statements”), within the meaning of the applicable Canadian securities legislation, as well as other applicable international
securities laws. The forward looking statements contained in this presentation are forward looking and not historical facts.
Some of the forward looking statements may be identified by statements that express, or involve discussions as to expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, assumptions or future events or performance (often, but not always,
through the use of phrases such as “will likely result”, “are expected to”, “will continue”, “is anticipated”, “is targeting”, “estimated”, “believe”, “intend”, “plan”, “guidance”, “objective”, “projection”, “aim”, “goals”, “target”,
“schedules”, and “outlook” or other similar expressions that are predictive or indicative of future events or the negative thereof.
All statements other than statements of historical facts included this Presentation, including without limitation, those regarding the Company’s financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of management for
future operations (including development plans and objectives relating to the Company’s business) are forward looking statements. In particular, forward looking statements in this Presentation include, but are not limited to
statements regarding: (a) oil and gas demand and pricing within Asia Pacific; (b) operational performance and costs, the timing and results of infill drilling, and further exploration and development activities related to Montara
and Stag; (c) the Company’s entry into design phase (FEED, FDP studies, GSAs); (d) projections for Nam Du and U Minh project sanction, first gas and pipeline capacity; (e) the close engagement with Pertamina and regulators
on JSE’s participation in the Ogan Komering PSC and development of existing gas discoveries; (f) exploration drilling on the SC-56 block; (g) the impact of hedging instruments; (h) timing and application of dividends; (i) and
projections on oil and gas production and cash flow. Because actual results or outcomes could differ materially from those expressed in any forward looking statements, investors should not place any reliance on any such
forward looking statements.
By their nature, forward looking statements involve numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, and other factors which contribute to the possibility that the predicted outcomes will not
occur. Some of these risks, uncertainties and other factors are similar to those faced by other oil and gas companies and some are unique to Jadestone. If one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialise, or if any
underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the Company's actual results may vary materially from those expected, estimated or projected.
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Advisories
In addition, statements relating to “reserves” and “resources” are deemed to be forward looking statements as they involve the implied assessment based on certain estimates and assumptions that the reserves or resources
described can be profitable produced in the future. There are numerous uncertainties inherent in estimating quantities of reserves and resources and in projecting future rates of production and the timing of development
expenditures. The total amount or timing of actual future production may vary from reserve, resource and production estimates.
Certain of the information in this presentation is “financial outlook” as approved by the Company’s Board of Directors as at 4 March 2019 within the meaning of applicable securities laws. The purpose of this financial outlook is
to provide readers with disclosure regarding the Company’s reasonable expectations as to the anticipated results of its proposed business activities. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance. The
forecast financial performance of the Company is not guaranteed. Readers are cautioned that this financial outlook may not be appropriate for other purposes, and should not place undue reliance on the forward looking
statements which are based on the current views of the Company on future events.
Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected by the forward looking statements presented in this presentation are reasonable, the Company’s forward looking statements have been based on assumptions and
factors concerning future events that may prove to be inaccurate. Those assumptions and factors are based on information currently available to the Company about itself and the businesses in which it operates. Information
used in developing forward looking statements has been acquired from various sources including third party consultants, suppliers, regulators and other sources.
The Company’s AIM Admission Document, annual report and condensed consolidated audited financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2017, and other documents filed with securities regulatory authorities
(accessible through the SEDAR website www.sedar.com) describe risks, material assumptions and other factors that could influence actual results and are incorporated herein by reference.
Any forward looking statement speaks only as at the date on which this Presentation is made. The Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions, except as required by law,
including section 5.8(2) of National Instrument 51-102, to any forward looking statements contained herein to reflect any change in the Company’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or
circumstances on which any statement is based.
New factors emerge from time to time and it is not possible for management to predict all of such factors and to assess in advance the impact of each such factor on the Company’s business or the extent to which any factor, or
combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward looking statement. The impact of any one factor on a particular forward looking statement is not determinable with
certainty as such factors are dependent upon other factors, and the Company's course of action would depend upon management’s assessment of the future considering all information available to it at the relevant time.

Non-GAAP measures
This presentation contains certain terms which do not have any standardised meanings prescribed by IFRS and are therefore unlikely to be comparable to similar measures presented by other issuers. None of these
measurements are used to enhance the Company's reported financial performance or position. With the exception of EBITDAX, there are no comparable measures to these non-GAAP measures in accordance with IFRS. The
following non-GAAP measure is considered to be useful as a complementary measure in assessing Jadestone’s financial performance, efficiency and liquidity:
"EBITDAX" is a non-GAAP measure which should not be considered an alternative to, or more meaningful than, "net earnings (loss)" as determined in accordance with IFRS, as an indicator of financial performance. EBITDAX is
presented in this presentation to assist management and investors in analysing operating performance by business in the stated period. EBITDA equals net earnings (loss) plus finance expenses (income), provisions for
(recovery of) income taxes, and depletion, depreciation and amortisation and exploration expense.

Oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids information
The oil, natural gas and natural gas liquids information in this Presentation has been prepared in accordance with National Instrument 51-101 – Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities and the Canadian Oil and Gas
Evaluation Handbook (the "COGE Handbook"). Terms related to resources classifications referred to in this document are based on definitions and guidelines in the COGE Handbook which are as follows.
A barrel of oil equivalent ("BOE") is determined by converting a volume of natural gas to barrels using the ratios of six thousand cubic feet ("Mcf") to one barrel. BOEs may be misleading, particularly if used in isolation. A BOE
conversion ratio of 6 Mcf:1 BOE is based on an energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable at the burner tip and does not represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. Given that the value ratio based on the
current price of oil as compared to natural gas is significantly different from the energy equivalency of 6:1, utilising a conversion on a 6:1 basis may be misleading as an indication of value.

Note to U.S. readers
The Company reports its reserves and resources information in accordance with Canadian practices and specifically in accordance with National Instrument 51-101 Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities, adopted by
the Canadian securities regulators. Because the Company is permitted to prepare its reserves and resources information in accordance with Canadian disclosure requirements, it may use certain terms in that disclosure that
U.S. oil and gas companies generally do not include or may be prohibited from including in their filings with the SEC.

Presentation
Certain figures contained in this Presentation, including financial and oil and gas information, have been subject to rounding adjustments. Accordingly, in certain instances, the sum or percentage change of the numbers
contained in the Presentation may not conform exactly with the total figure given. All currency is expressed in US dollars unless otherwise directed.
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Jadestone Energy—updated portfolio overview
Building a balanced, low risk, full cycle portfolio
Portfolio development

Key assets location

 13,500—15,500 bbls/d production guidance for 2019

—

Gulf of
Thailand

Feb 2019 actual 15,369 bbls/d

 Material reserve and resource base

SC56

51
46/07

 Fully-funded near-term value catalysts1
—

Infill drilling at both Stag and Montara in 2019

—

Ongoing asset optimisation to deliver significant cost reductions

—

Further growth through development of high-margin Vietnam gas resource

MALAYSIA
Celebes Sea

SINGAPORE

 Potential for additional value accretive regional M&A in 2019

INDONESIA

Key assets and reserves as at Jan 20181
W.I. (%)

2P
(mm bbls)

2C
(mm boe)

Montara

100%

28.2

--

Stag

100%

17.1

2.7

Asset

OK2

--

Reserves estimated
with new PSC2

Ogan Komering2
Production (net WI) / status

13,250—15,250 bbls/d
production guidance

100%

--

17.9

Sanction H2 2019

U Minh3
(Block 51)

100%

--

12.3

Sanction H2 2019

Tho Chu3
(Block 51)

100%4

--

63.7

Suspended development
awaiting ullage

25%

--

21.0

Subject to further appraisal

2P reserves and 2C resources are per the ERCE CPR (as at Jan 1, 2018)
Anticipate re-engagement with Pertamina on negotiations to re-enter the PSC for up to a 40% working interest following the general elections in April
3 PVEP relinquished its 30% interest with effect from May 1, 2017 but this registration is still pending
4 Before back-in right of 3%
2

4

Timor Sea

Montara

c.1.4 mboe/d
(at March 2018)

Nam Du3
(Block 46/07)

SC56
1

Country

Stag
AUSTRALIA

Compelling investment opportunity
Jadestone currently trades at a deep discount to core NAV
Total tangible asset value, US$mm
US$/bbl

Total tangible asset value, CAD$/share

Stag 2P
2C resource 1

1,250

Montara 2P
Management estimates 2

CAD$/share
3.50

Stag 2P
2C resource 1

Montara 2P
Management estimates 2
SC 56

SC 56
Montara
Gas

Montara
Gas

3.00
Tho Chu

Tho Chu

1,000

Ogan
Komering

Ogan
Komering

2.50

750
2.00

1.50
500

1.00
US$249mm
market cap
(C$0.71/
£0.41p)3

250
0.50

0.00

0
Stag
2P

1

Montara Nam Du & Nam Du
2P
U Minh
S.
Channel

Add.
Total
Further
Montara Tangible Upsides
infills
Value

Stag
2P

Montara Nam Du & Nam Du
2P
U Minh
S.
Channel

Add.
Total
Further
Montara Tangible Upsides
infills
Value

Production profiles for Nam Du and U Minh are management estimates, based on ongoing negotiations with Petrovietnam, as the gas buyer. Capex and opex are management estimates, based on the
ongoing FEED study. Gas price is management estimates, based on recent gas price negotiations in Vietnam
2 P50 production profiles for Nam Du Southern Channel are management estimates
3 Market cap is based on Feb 28, 2019 TSX-V closing price of C$0.71/share and C$/US$ exchange rate 1.3164, with fully diluted shares outstanding as of Feb 28, 2019 of 461.9mm
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2019 guidance: production, major spend and opex
Re-entry into Ogan Komering assumed effective Oct 1, 2019

Full year average production, boe/d

Full year major spend1, US$mm

Full year base opex2, US$/boe

40

20

Montara

Stag

Ogan Komering

13,500—15,500 boe/d
1
2

6

Stag infill & other
Montara LWI
Montara infill
ND/UM

Montara umbilical
Montara seismic
Montara other
Ogan Komering

US$116—131mm

0
Montara

Stag

Ogan Jadestone
Komering

US$21—24/boe

Some elements of the Montara offshore spend in 2019 may be classified as opex (e.g. a portion of the Montara lightwell intervention and/or the umbilical work)
Cash opex, excludes DD&A. Also excludes abnormal offshore Montara spend in 2019 some of which may be accounted for as opex (e.g. a portion of the Montara light well intervention and/or the umbilical work)

Jadestone portfolio work programme
Fully funded programme of material near-term catalysts
2019

Exploration &
Appraisal

Development

Production

Operations

Asset

7

Country

Activity

Montara

Implement Jadestone operating
philosophy

Montara

Montara production optimisation

Montara

Transfer of operatorship
to Jadestone

Stag

Infill drilling campaign

Montara

Light well intervention

Montara

Infill drilling campaign (2 wells)

Nam Du & U
Minh

Define phase and Vietnam
Government approvals

Nam Du & U
Minh

FID and project execution phase

Ogan
Komering

Enter into new PSC

Ogan
Komering

Develop existing gas
discoveries

Montara

3D seismic multi-client
acquisition

Montara/
Stag

Near field E&A evaluation

SC-56

Carried exploration well

Q1

Q2

2020+
Q3

Q4

Montara restarted Jan 11, 2019
Maintenance & inspection backlog fixed, greatly enhancing asset integrity
Rationale for shut-down

Numerous major items resolved

 Unacceptable backlog of
maintenance and inspection
routines

 7 enforcement notices addressed1

 NOPSEMA increasingly focused
on current operator’s failure of
compliance with safety case

 All safety critical maintenance completed

 Equipment reliability needed
recordable verification not
available through the
maintenance management
system

 9,000 hours of maintenance/inspection compliance work completed

 100% verification completed on all assurance tasks
 New operations leadership in place
— Key JSE people now in leadership positions, supported by KL subsurface team
— All past practices reviewed and reset to be aligned with Australian standards
 Gas lift compressor repaired and commissioning underway

 US$22mm cash adjustment agreed with PTTEP in respect of maintenance and inspection failures

Implications

— Total direct costs during the shutdown <US$5mm
 Removes requirement for maintenance shutdowns until late 2020: improved uptime performance and asset reliability

— 2022 for pressure vessels and PSV’s
 Clears the way for more efficient offshore operations in 2019 and beyond
— 13,181 bbls/d average production in Feb 20192
— Well intervention planning underway to increase production; umbilical replacement planning under way to assure reliability

No major equipment deficiencies identified. Underwrites improved uptime performance and
asset reliability. Clears the way for offshore activity in 2019
1

Three Improvement Notices closed, two remaining expect to be lifted following next planned inspection. One Directive lifted. One Prohibition Notice to be lifted following successful commissioning of gas lift
compressor (commenced Mar 2, 2019)
2 Feb actual, higher production due to Skua-11 and Swift-2 continued natural flow
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Montara major offshore activity in 2019
Overview
Summary of Montara major offshore activities in 2019

Montara H6
infill well

Light well
intervention

Subsea
umbilical
replacement

Seismic

9



Low risk infill well, targeting unswept oil
along western main fault



Developing 1.8mm bbls 2P reserves



Adds >3,000 bbls/d production in 2020



Riserless subsea light well intervention on
three wells



Restore flow from Skua-11 and Swift-2



Add production from Skua-11 heel and
perforations targeting three sands at
Swallow-1



Incremental average ~3,200 bbls/d Jun—
Dec 2019



Payback < 1 year, very high IRRs



Replacing end-of-life existing umbilical
from subsea wells to FPSO



Protect future subsea production for at
least the next decade



Provides redundancy for higher uptime



Aiming to acquire new 3D seismic in H2
2019 covering existing acreage



Will improve reservoir imaging to more
accurately target future infills, and to
further assess step-out potential

Montara platform, subsea wells and FPSO

Mix of major offshore spend in 2019

Total = ~US$95mm
LWI

H6 infill

Umbilical

Seismic

Skua 12 long lead

Other

Montara activity in 2019 (cont’d)
New well H6 drains updip area to the west of the Montara Field
Forecast NFA remaining oil map Jan, 2031

Proposed H4 sidetrack
(2C)

G2

Overview


Developing 1.8mm bbls 2P reserves and more than
3,000 bbls/d production in 2020



Utilising an existing unused slot on Montara wellhead
riser platform



Drilled via jack-up



Long horizontal well with inflow control device
completion
—

H4
H1

Balance gas inflow along the well

Well H6 forecast 2P production, bbls/d

Proposed H6
(2P)
bbls/d

H3

H2
H5

4,000
Less than 12 month payback
at a US$65/bbl oil price,
IRR ~75%

3,000

2,000

1,000

0
2020
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2021

2022

2023

2024

Montara activity in 2019 (cont’d)
Well intervention on Skua-11 heel removes immediate need for an infill well
Skua-11: top view & cross section

Overview


In the past, Skua-11 was producing only from
its toe



Inflow control valve (ICV) has not been
functioning since well completion c. Jun, 2008



Skua-11 heel has been essentially shut-in, with
ICV remaining unopened

Skua-10

Planned Skua-12

Skua-11

A

— No previous attempts made to recover
production from the heel part of the well

A
’
Skua-11 heel – currently not
available for production

— Opportunity to recover more crestal dry oil
by opening Skua-11 heel


Accelerates oil production in 2019, and will
result in higher overall recovery



Saves circa ~$38mm capital in 2019 and
provides more production history

Skua-11 Top View

Skua-11 heel ( ~443m)
Never produced

A’

A
Skua-11 toe ( ~240m)
Currently producing

— Skua-12 infill location will be revised
northeast for optimal well placement in the
future to maximise recovery

Skua-11 Cross Section View

Less than US$2mm additional cost to existing gas lift intervention, delivers accelerated
production in 2019 and higher overall recovery, delaying need for Skua-12 infill
11

Montara activity in 2019 (cont’d)
Select production optimisation & opex reduction initiatives
Production optimisation


Swift, Skua and Swallow well
interventions planned for Q2



Production optimisation from
well and network optimisation,
including gas lift





Remote reset of the WHP
engineered for increased uptime



Improved gas compression
reliability due to upgrade and
spares optimisation



New engineered control system
to mitigate historical slugging
losses
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Heel of Skua-11 well to be opened
during Q2 well intervention
programme

Annual planned maintenance
shutdown philosophy changed to
bi-annual
Production chemical trials to
target reduced capex

Opex reduction

Higher
uptime,
production
& revenue,
and
targeting
further
reductions
in per unit
opex



Instilling Jadestone operating
philosophy, including centralised
support group and leveraging synergies
with Stag



Numerous 2019 initiatives targeting
~US$15mm of further annualised quick
savings, including
— All fabric maintenance change to
campaign mode completed,
resulting in reduced contractor
costs
— Right sizing onshore organisation
completed
— New contract signed with supply
boat
— New contract signed with helicopter
contractor
— Right sizing offshore organisation to
be executed in Q2
— Catering service offshore to be
contracted out in Q2

Montara capped swap summary
Overview
Capped swap summary
Dated Brent
US$/bbl

Vol, bbls
600,000



Swaps cover
approximately 50% of
planned 2PD production
for first 24 months of
Jadestone ownership



Average swap prices

90.00

500,000

400,000

—

US$78.26/bbl for Q4
2018

—

US$71.72/bbl for 2019

—

US$68.45/bbl for Q1Q3 2020

75.00

300,000



Volume weighted swap price of ~US$72/bbl
200,000

60.00

100,000

0

45.00

Q4 2018

Q1 2019

Q2 2019

Swap volume

Q3 2019
Call volume

Q4 2019

Q1 2020

Swap strike

Q2 2020

Upside participation
secured on 66% of
swapped barrels in
2019/2020 via purchased
calls
—

US$80/bbl strike in
2019

—

US$85/bbl strike for
9M of 2020

Q3 2020

Call strike

Downside protection at an average oil price of ~US$72/bbl, and with upside participation at US$80-85/bbl
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Stag activity in 2019
Infill to be spudded ~Mar 12, targeting 1.2mm bbls of unswept oil
Maintain uptime and first infill well since acquisition


Well planning completed for Stag infill well 49H
—

Targeting 1.2mm bbls of 2P reserves and ~1,200 bbls/d initial
production1



Regulatory submissions completed



Ensco 107 contracted, spudding on or around Mar 12



Production expected to increase Q2 and beyond

1

Stag development overview

—

Largest well (500 bbls/d) worked over in Q1

—

Six day deferral due to weather - Cyclone Riley

—

Workovers on two relatively high producing wells delayed
until after infill for operational reasons

Peak rate

Stag plan production profile 2019, bbls/d

Stag capex in 2019, US$mm
Plan

5,000

2,500

Total = ~US$15mm

0
Jan 2019

14

Apr 2019

Jul 2019

Oct 2019

49H infill

Other

Stag infill well 49H
First development well drilled in six years, with other targets identified
Infill well 49H illustrated on Stag NFA remaining oil map, Jan 2031

ST45H

ST32H

ST18H

ST37H
ST44H

ST25H

ST48H

ST17H

ST38H

ST29H

ST36H
ST40H

ST21H
ST13H

ST14H

Abandoned producers

Abandoned injectors

ST-49H

First Stag infill since 2013



Targeting unswept oil in a
higher pressure area just
west of the platform



Horizontal section will be
completed with sand
screens and ICDs to
balance inflow along the
well



Well will be produced
using an ESP



2 year payback and IRR
~60%



Four further specific infill
well targets have been
identified
—

ST-49H

Active producers



ST12H
ST15H

ST43H
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Comments

Water injectors

Will be executed when
donor wells become
available

Further targeted reductions in Stag per unit opex
Optimising operations to further reduce costs
Per unit opex activity in 2019

Stag operating cost reductions, US$/bbl
US$/bbl



Production
optimisation



Restore well
uptime post 49H
drilling program

Prior operator

Jadestone operator

100
Base

Workovers + R&M

75

Production
improvements from
downhole pump
optimisation

50

25

0
Q1 17



Opex
reduction



Utilise downhole
ESP pumps and
related requirement
from an alternative
supplier
Further logistics
savings with 19%
reduction on
existing helicopter
costs to be
implemented in
2019

Q2 17

Q3 17

Q4 17

Q1 18

Q2 18

Q3 18

Impact on Stag guidance unit opex1 from increasing production
bbls/d
5,000

US$/bbl

Production (bbls/d)

Base opex (US$/bbl)

Total opex1(US$/bbl)

33.50
29.31
2,500

26.05
25.00

30.25
25.93

20.17

22.69

0.00
3,000
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50.00

39.08

0

1

2019
Guidance

Total opex comprises base plus workovers and repairs & maintenance

3,500

4,000

4,500

Nam Du/U Minh phased development concept
Overview of field development plan
Illustration of wellhead platform

Description of overall development concept


Minimum facilities, unmanned, wellhead platforms installed by jack-up drilling rig



2 production wells per platform



Central processing facility—a leased FPSO located at Nam Du



24km x 12” interfield pipeline from U Minh WHP to FPSO (at Nam Du)



1.5km x 12” interfield pipeline from Nam Du WHP to the FPSO



34km x 14” export pipeline from FPSO, hot-tapped into PM3/Ca Mau pipeline to
back-fill as ullage grows

Field layout diagram & example of wellhead platform jacket installation by jack-up
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Nam Du/U Minh—progress on development
Pre-sanction workstreams are on schedule to support FID in 2019
Select define phase/pre-sanction workstreams

Engineering

Site survey

Procurement

Commercial

Regulatory
approval

18



Facilities & pipeline FEED



WHP specialty engineering



Well concept finalisation &
engineering

Select updates
 Staffing: core project/commercial team fully staffed &
operational; 5-year staffing plan being developed
 Facilities: WHP and pipeline FEED on schedule; tenders
issued for EPCI and FPSO contracts
 Wells: well design concepts finalised; casing/completion
analysis ongoing



Offshore geotechnical and
geotechnical site survey

 HSE: EIA baseline survey completed



Offshore environmental baseline
survey

 Site Survey: Contract negotiations being finalised;
preparations ongoing for survey in June 2019



Contract strategy

 Commercial: negotiations ongoing with PVN on GSPA and
JDA, and with PV Gas on the PM3 pipeline TSA



EPCI contract tender



FPSO lease/O&M contract tender



Gas sale and purchase agreement
(GSPA)



Debt financing



Joint development agreement
(JDA)



Tie-in service agreement (TSA)



Environmental impact assessment



Field development plan

Nam Du/U Minh capex in 2019

Total = ~US$11mm
Facilities engineering

Site survey

Other

Project management

Nam Du and U Minh development schedule
Roadmap to first gas
Key milestones
Reserve
assessment
report (RAR)

Vietnam PSC milestone

Outline development
plan (ODP)

Field development
plan (FDP)

Concept selection phase

Project define phase

Project execution
phase

Q1 2016

Q4 2016

Q4 2017

Q2 2018

H2 2019

Late 2021

RAR
approved

ODP
submitted

ODP resubmitted
(post PVEP
withdrawal)¹

ODP
approval

FDP approved,
GSA signed

First gas

Milestones achieved

Project define phase


















Project delivery phase

RAR approved by Vietnamese Government
Development concept selected
ODP approved by Vietnamese Government
Project leadership team operational
Define phase activity and staffing plans finalized
and mobilised
Facilities pre-FEED completed

Negotiate GSPA, JDA, TSA
Sign & execute HoA for GSPA/JDA/TSA
Facilities/pipeline FEED
Finalize EPCI and FPSO contracts
Secure debt financing
Environmental impact assessment
FDP approval by Vietnam Government
Project sanction/FID

Jadestone has a 70% operating working interest. Jadestone’s working interest in these blocks will increase to 100% once the blocks are amended for Petrovietnam (PVEP) relinquishment of its 30% interest in
these blocks, effective May 1, 2017
1
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Vietnam domestic gas prices
Established market prices of $7—$9/mmbtu
Well-head gas pricing in Vietnam, $/mmbtu
US$/mmbtu

10—12

12

9—10.5
10

~9
7—8

8

6
3—4
4

2

0
Legacy
GSAs

Recently
executed
GSAs

New gas
under HOA

HSFO

LNG

Select comments


Recent established domestic wellhead gas price range of $7—$9/mmbtu



Vietnamese Government has demonstrated willingness to push domestic upstream projects forward to meet increasing demand
and prioritised domestic gas over imported fuels



Alternative fuels (imported pipe gas and LNG) underpin price upside

Source: Rystad Energy Report, Nov 2018 - Vietnam’s transforming gas market driven by increasing power demand, Wood Mackenzie Vietnam Gas and LNG Reports, 2018
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Other considerations
Overview

Nam Du / U Minh



Open to consider a farm-down of a non-operated stake on or around project sanction



Will seek to part debt fund a share of the capital costs



Expect to re-engage with Pertamina on re-entry into the PSC following April general
elections



Re-entry assumed Oct 1, 2019



Capped swap provides robust downside protection at a floor of ~US$72/bbl



Subject to any radical changes in forward markets and/or operating costs, no
incremental hedging anticipated in 2019



Commitment to look at introduction of a cash dividend by Sep 2019, subject to
ongoing funding requirements of the business, distributable profits, financial
conditions and prospects, etc.



Continue to look to build the business in 2019, including via inorganic growth



Strict adherence to Jadestone evaluation criteria and strategic focus

Ogan Komering

Hedging

Dividends

Inorganic growth/M&A
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www.jadestone-energy.com

Asia Pacific region
Maturing hydrocarbon region with significant running room; ideal for Jadestone
Asia Pacific reserve breakdown
Development type

Company

Maturity

3%
4%
8%

13%

15%

20%

12%

35%
26%

53%

42%

69%

Onshore

Shallow water

Majors & large IOCs

NOCs

Late life

Mature

Deepwater

Ultra-deepwater

Independent E&Ps

Other

Mid-life

Early stage





Predominantly shallow water
environment



Low cost, short-cycle asset base

and mature fields


well suited to Jadestone


Significant running room to
build a low cost, geographically
focussed portfolio

Source: Wood Mackenzie
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68% of production from mid-life

US Majors and IOCs retrenching



well positioned to deliver value

with increased momentum


Independents growth stalled



Opportunity for regional
operator to consolidate assets

Jadestone operating capability



Numerous opportunities to
maximise production, remove
costs and extend field life

Southeast Asia gas fundamentals
Growing supply shortfall driving attractive pricing dynamics for producers
Southeast Asia gas investment highlights

Growth in domestic natural gas shortfall, bcf/d



bcf/d



Region characterised by high-growth, energy-hungry
economies
Natural gas volume demand CAGR of 2.3% p.a. for
the period 2015—2025
— Based on roughly constant ratio of natural gas in
the overall energy mix



Domestic gas supplies forecast to decline at an
average annual rate of 1.7% for the same period
— Gives rise to a growing supply gap

Demand

15

10
4.4 bcf/d

1.7 bcf/d



Increasing reliance on LNG imports, driving premium
pricing for domestic supply



Gas prices generally fixed and with pre-set escalation
mechanisms

8.5 bcf/d

5

0
2015

2020

2025

2030

Source: Wood Mackenzie

Attractive gas prices, US$/mmbtu
2005

US$/mmbtu

— c.1.7 bcf/d supply gap forecast by 2020, rising to
4.4 bcf/d in 2025 and 8.5 bcf/d by 2030

Domestic supply

2018

12

8

4

0

Indonesia
* Singapore
price is fullyVietnam
oil-linked
Source: Wood Mackenzie
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Phillippines

Malaysia

Singapore

Jadestone Energy—strategic focus
Leverage technical & commercial capabilities to maximise value for shareholders
Key strategic principles

1

Acquire assets with production and/or discovered
resources in the Asia Pacific region

Jadestone core capabilities
Differentiated approach to subsurface analysis and reservoir
management

Constant drive to identify and execute on opportunities for
innovative and disciplined reinvestment

2

Realise additional value from existing producing assets
through superior operating capabilities, cost control and
incremental brown field development

Meticulous focus optimising production processes & facilities
management while maintaining strong HSSE focus

Application of a more nimble approach to decision making

3

Move existing discoveries to production into the Asia
Pacific region’s energy-short markets

Rigorous cost control in operations and throughout the Group

Application of deep in-region commercial skills

4

Add additional reserves and production volumes through
undertaking additional low risk in-field and near-field
exploration

Utilisation of long standing stakeholder relationships in the
region

Unlock stalled projects. Reduce operating costs. Maximise production. Extend field life.
25

Montara overview
Material production and cashflow
Montara production, mbbl/d

Jadestone W.I.

100%

Operator

Jadestone

2P reserves1

28.2 mmbbl

2018 average production2

7,615 bbl/d

Overview


Transformational acquisition, with immediate significant
cash flow



Strong strategic fit for Jadestone with multiple levers to
unlock material value



Realised oil prices at >US$2/bbl premium to Brent
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Production, mbbl/d

Highlights

Exploration
potential

12

8

4

9 producing wells: Montara (4 wells), Skua (2 wells),
Swift/Swallow (3 wells) and 1 gas reinjection well



Unmanned wellhead platform and owned FPSO

2018

Two infill wells, at Montara and Skua



Further infills targeted in the next c. 2 years

Future development


Exploration potential and regional roll-up



Hub for regional shut-in fields and stranded discoveries

1

Reserve figures are as per ERCE (as of Jan 1, 2018)
Average across first 10 months (excludes maintenance and inspection shutdown in Nov-Dec 2018)
3 Based on management estimates
2
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Further infill opportunities3

2019

Montara production facilities

Near term development


Swift/Swallow

Skua

0

Facilities


Montara

2020

2021

2022

Recap of the Montara value opportunity
Attractive acquisition price with potential to generate significant additional value
Levers to unlock value

Illustrative Montara value potential, US$mm

Increased production
●

Gas lift installation and optimisation

Improve facilities uptime
●

Improve uptime from c.72%1 to 84%2

●

Increasing annual production by c.1.7 mbbl/d in 2019

●

Implement Jadestone’s proven operational philosophy,
reduce operating costs by c.20%

●

Reduction in corporate charges and overheads by
>50%

US$mm

Reduce operating costs

Infill drilling
●

2 infill wells included in 2P reserves

●

3 additional infill wells, targeting 5.3 mmbbl additional
resource, initial production of 3 mbbl/d per well

Value up 3.0x
acquisition
cost

Exploration upside
●

3D survey to define new prospects (8 leads identified)

●

Spare capacity in FPSO allows nearfield discoveries to
be quickly monetised, at low cost

Hub consolidation opportunities
●

1
2
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Opportunity for an infrastructure hub for tie-back of
shut-in fields and stranded discoveries

72% is the 2017 actual uptime including downtime due to unplanned, planned and weather events
84% is the forecasted average uptime in H2 2019 following umbilical and RLWI

Attractive
Acqusition
Cost

2P Reserve
Uptime
Additions Improvement

Opex
Reduction

G&A
Reduction

Additional
Infill Targets

Potential
Tangible
Value

Hub
Exploration
Consolidation
Upside
Opportunities

Application of Jadestone’s core capabilities

Stag overview
Simple, steady, long life underpinning production
Highlights

Stag production facilities

Jadestone W.I.

100%

Operator

Jadestone

2P reserves1

17.1 mmbbl

2018 average production

2,846 bbl/d

Overview


Mid-life asset acquired November 2016 for US$10mm



Long life production profile c.2034



Shallow water offshore, Carnarvon Basin

Facilities


11 producing wells and 3 subsea water injection wells



Manned platform, connected to a leased storage vessel (FSO)

Future development



Impact on unit opex from increasing production
bbls/d
5,000

Production (bbls/d)
Total opex (US$/bbl)



Four further wells planned as donor slots become available



Two near field exploration prospects identified

2
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Reserve figures are as per ERCE (as of Jan 1, 2018)
Total opex comprises base plus workovers and repairs & maintenance

50.00

33.50
29.31

30.25

26.05

2,500
25.93

22.69

25.00

20.17

0

0.00
3,000

1

US$/bbl

39.08

Significant infield running room, several well locations identified
First infill, 49H, to be spudded on or around Mar 12, 2019,
estimated initial production of 1.2 mbbl/d, payback in 2 years,
~60% IRR

2

Base opex (US$/bbl)

3,500

4,000

4,500

Jadestone’s Southwest Vietnam gas assets
Developing significant gas resource into energy-short domestic market
Overview

Map of blocks 46/07 and 51 including evacuation route

Jadestone W.I.

100%1

Operator

Jadestone
496.8 bcf

2C resources2
11 mmbbl

93.8
mmboe

Overview


Significant shallow water gas and condensate resource in
three fields, close to existing infrastructure, Gulf of
Thailand



Development of Nam Du and U Minh provides near term
growth within the current portfolio



Further appraisal of Tho Chu field to advance additional
resources and value

Development plan

1
2
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Government approval of outline development plans for the
Nam Du and U Minh fields received May 2018



Phased development via two wellhead platforms
connecting to nearby existing pipeline



Project sanction targeted for H2 2019, first gas in 2021



Front-end engineering and design (FEED), negotiation of
commercial gas sales agreements and field development
plan underway

Evacuation route


Nam Du/U Minh are north of the heritage Talisman PM3 block



Gas export via 18 inch Ca Mau pipeline



Delivers gas to existing 1.5GW Ca Mau power complex, and 800,000
tonnes per annum fertiliser plant

PVEP relinquished its 30% interest with effect from May 1, 2017 but this registration is still pending
2C resources as per ERCE CPR (as of Dec 31, 2017)

